‘One Summer…’ Power of Love Record Label
A Virtual Mediterranean Connection
By Haji Mike & Kingdom Signal

"FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE" – Nicosia/Cyprus – Corbara/Corsica

Haji Mike & Kingdom Signal aka producer Gibsy Rhodes worked together
online (without actually as yet meeting in person) to release their debut
collaboration based from two islands in the Mediterranean, Cyprus and
Corsica. ‘One Summer…’ on the newly formed Power of Love Label is a
rich acoustic canvass which can placed in the Progressive Dub and
Spoken Word creative domains with a touch of Jazz and Fusion.
The two collaborate weekly on Wednesday nights as ‘The Kings of the
Mediterranean Underground’ on their own respective radio shows on
OuttaMiYard Radio www.omyradio.net an online station that works from
peoples home studios all around the world. That concept of the virtual
global village is what originally brought them together through a link via
Dub Producer Dub Caravan who Haji Mike had previously worked with on
the release ’Virtual Oasis’ (2008). All the songs on ‘One Summer…’ were
recorded over a period of two months in the long hot summer of 2016 with
Gibsy making the Dubs and Haji Mike creating the lyrics. All in all about 25
songs were made, 15 of which made it on the CDLP and Digital release.
Some of the other tunes, that didn’t make it can also be found on their
Bandcamp website as an ‘Alternate Summer Release…’ (see link below).

‘We just started working none stop’ says Gibsy who originally started his
own DiY Dub Label, Springline Records from back in the 90’s ‘and before
we knew it there was a ton of stuff to choose from’. Haji Mike’s lyrics float
over the beats, weaving in and out, sometimes heavy, sometimes abstract
and other times just plain emotional. ‘I was drawn to Gibsy’s sound
because of its openness, I felt welcome to work with him, comfortable and
at the same time challenged to do stuff I had never really done before
thematically.’ First video clip from the LP is ‘Stargazing’ a journey through
space and sound with Haji Mike’s spontaneous headtop lyrics on the magic
of the stars www.youtube.com/watch?v=4s9G--Rc5Kg
The two seasoned collaborators are planning tours in Corsica (where the
release will be launched) in May and Cyprus in October. ’One Summer…’
is available as a CDLP from Power of Love Records and will soon be up as
a digital download all over world via AMAdea Music via the following digital
outlets:
Google ,24/7 ,7 Digital, Amazon MP3, BounDEE, Emusic, iFeel Music,
iMusica, iTunes,Juno, MediaNet Mobile Partners: AMI Entertainment &
Gracenote - Streaming - Napster/Rhapsody/YouTube Art Tracks
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